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This book highlights new trends and challenges in scale discovery services, principles, applications, discovery tools, and development hypotheses. It summarizes and presents the state of the art in web-scale discovery services (WSDS) and focuses on the development of these systems and techniques to make catalogues, databases, institutional repositories, open access archives, and other databases searchable and discoverable through a single point of access. The goal is to present an innovative perspective on information retrieval and digital document management, considering the diffusion of systems and the changing habits of web users. This book also allows archivists, museum specialists, computer scientists, commercial operators, and interested users to deepen their culture and information literacy, offering a version of culture and information literacy of relevance to a broad range of cultural specialists.
in intelligent systems which play an important part in the digital transformation of many areas of science and practice it includes papers offering a deeper understanding of the human centred perspective on artificial intelligence of intelligent value co creation ethics value oriented digital models transparency and intelligent digital architectures and engineering to support digital services and intelligent systems the transformation of structures in digital businesses and intelligent systems based on human practices as well as the study of interaction and the co adaptation of humans and systems all papers were originally presented at the international kes conference on human centred intelligent systems 2020 kes hcis 2020 held on june 17 19 2020 in split croatia

**Human Centred Intelligent Systems 2017-10-12**

as technology advances mobile devices have become more affordable and useful to countries around the world the use of technology can significantly enhance educational environments for students it is imperative to study new software hardware and gadgets for the improvement of teaching and learning practices mobile devices in education breakthroughs in research and practice is a collection of innovative research on the methods and applications of mobile technologies in learning and explores best practices of mobile learning in educational settings highlighting a range of topics such as educational technologies curriculum development and game based learning this publication is an ideal reference source for teachers principals curriculum developers educational software developers instructional designers administrators researchers professionals upper level students academicians and practitioners actively involved in the education field

**Mobile Devices in Education: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice 2018-08-15**

a commonly held impression is that pope francis is a compassionate shepherd and determined leader but that he lacks the intellectual depth of his recent predecessors massimo borghesi s the mind of pope francis jorge marco bergoglio s intellectual journey dismantles that image borghesi recounts and analyzes for the first time bergoglio s intellectual formation exploring the philosophical theological and spiritual principles that support the profound vision at the heart of this pope s teaching and ministry central to that vision is the church as a coincidentia oppositorum holding together what might seem to be opposing and irreconcilable realities among his guiding lights have been the jesuit saints ignatius and peter faber philosophers gaston fessard romano guardini and alberto methol ferrer and theologians henri de lubac and hans urs von balthasar recognizing how these various strands have come together to shape the mind and heart of jorge marco bergoglio offers essential insights into who he is and the way he is leading the church notably this groundbreaking book is informed by four interviews provided to the author via audio recordings by the pope himself on his own intellectual formation major portions of which are published here for the first time

**The Mind of Pope Francis 2018-06-01**

in on decoloniality walter d mignolo and catherine e walsh explore the hidden forces of the colonial matrix of power its origination transformation and current presence while asking the crucial questions of decoloniality s how what why with whom and what for interweaving theory praxis with local histories and perspectives of struggle they illustrate the conceptual and analytic dynamism of decolonial ways of living and thinking as well as the creative force of resistance and re existence this book speaks to the urgency of these times encourages delinkings from the colonial matrix of power and its universals of western modernity and global capitalism and engages with arguments and struggles for dignity and life against death destruction and civilizational despair

**On Decoloniality 2020-06-11**
Emerging Fields in Easy Language and Accessible Communication Research
2020-05-27 A number of dramatic changes are currently reshaping the infrastructure sector that investors and asset managers have traditionally considered to be a safe harbor in the field of alternative investments. Understanding the future of infrastructure is indispensable to guaranteeing a sustainable future for our planet and the welfare of the world's population. Enhancing our knowledge of this asset class is one important step we can take toward reaching this crucial goal. This book collects a series of contributions by a group of Bocconi university researchers under the Antin IP Associate Professorship in Infrastructure Finance, which cover the key megatrends that are expected to reshape the way we think about infrastructure and the implications for infrastructure investors and asset managers. Its goal is to improve and disseminate the culture of infrastructure among academics, professionals, and policymakers. The main focus is on Europe and the European Union, and specifically on three key sectors: power and energy, transportation infrastructure, and telecoms ICT.

Disruption in the Infrastructure Sector
2018-12-06 The gender pay gap (GPG) exists in every European country but it varies considerably even in EU member states covered by the same legal principles on pay equality. Part of the variation can be explained by different patterns of social partnership with current policy pressure to decentralise collective bargaining and increase the percentage of pay linked to productivity. What role can social partnership play in tackling the GPG? Reporting on the findings of the European Commission-funded research project Close the Deal, Fill the Gap, this book uses an interdisciplinary analysis involving legal, economic, and sociological expertise to explore the role of social partnership in the GPG in Italy, Poland, and the UK, selected on the basis of their contrasting profiles in terms of legal regulation, industrial relations systems, collective bargaining coverage, and differing rates of the GPG. The in-depth study provides important insights into the main issues underlying the problem of reducing the gender pay gap and guidelines in the negotiation of arrangements on GPG-related issues based on a unique comparative research project. It will be of great interest to all researchers and advanced students with an interest in women's representation in the workforce and the gender pay gap as well as practitioners and policy makers in organisations such as trade unions and employers associations.

The Gender Pay Gap and Social Partnership in Europe
2020-10-01 We know a lot about the directors and stars of Italian cinema's heyday from Roberto Rossellini to Sophia Loren, but what do we know about the Italian audiences that went to see their films? Based on the AHRC-funded project, Italian Cinema Audiences, 1945-60, Italian Cinema Audiences Histories and Memories of Cinema Going in Post-War Italy draws upon the rich data collected by the project team. 160 video interviews and 1000 written questionnaires gathered from Italians aged 65 and over, archival material related to cinema distribution and programming, box office figures, and critical discussions of cinema from film journals and popular magazines of the period for the first time. Cinema's role in everyday Italian life and its affective meaning when remembered by older people are enriched with industrial analyses of the booming Italian film sector of the period as well as contextual data from popular and specialized magazines. Italian Cinema Audiences.

Italian Cinema Audiences
2021-12-31 The focus of this volume is on the aesthetics, semantics, and function of materials in Roman antiquity between the 2nd century BCE and the 2nd century CE.
a d it includes contributions on both architectural spaces and their material design and objects
types of artefacts that differ greatly in the way they were used perceived and loaded with
cultural significance with respect to architecture the analysis of material aesthetics leads to a
new understanding of the performance imitation and transformation of surfaces including the
social meaning of such strategies in the case of objects surface treatments are equally
important however object form a specific design category which can enter into tension with
materiality comes into particular focus only when materials are shaped do their various
qualities emerge and these qualities are to a greater or lesser extent transferred to objects
with a focus primarily on roman italy the papers in this volume underscore the importance
of material design and highlight the awareness of this matter in the ancient world

**Materiality in Roman Art and Architecture** 2021-12-28 william james 1842 1910 is widely
regarded as the founding figure of modern psychology and one of the most important
philosophers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries renowned for his philosophical theory
of pragmatism and memorable turns of phrase such as stream of consciousness and the will to
believe he made enormous contributions to a rich array of philosophical subjects from the
emotions and free will to religion ethics and the meaning of life the jamesian mind covers the
major aspects of james s thought from his early influences to his legacy with over forty
chapters by an outstanding roster of international contributors it is organized into seven parts
intellectual biography psychology mind and self ethics religion and politics method truth and
knowledge philosophical encounters legacy in these sections fundamental topics are examined
including james s conceptions of philosophical and scientific inquiry habit self free will and
determinism pragmatism truth and pluralism considerable attention is also devoted to james
in relation to the intellectual traditions of empiricism and romanticism as well as to such other
philosophical schools as utilitarianism british idealism logical empiricism and existentialism
james s thought is also situated in an interdisciplinary context including modernism sociology
and politics showcasing his legacy in psychology and ethics an indispensable resource for
anyone studying and researching james s philosophy the jamesian mind will also interest those
in related disciplines such as psychology religion and sociology

**The Jamesian Mind** 2019-08-10 building on the traditional concept of nuclear medicine this
textbook presents cutting edge concepts of hybrid imaging and discusses the close
interactions between nuclear medicine and other clinical specialties in order to achieve the
best possible outcomes for patients today the diagnostic applications of nuclear medicine are
no longer stand alone procedures separate from other diagnostic imaging modalities this is
especially true for hybrid imaging guided interventional radiology or surgical procedures
accordingly today s nuclear medicine specialists are actually specialists in multimodality
imaging in addition to their expertise in the diagnostic and therapeutic uses of radionuclides
this new role requires a new core curriculum for training nuclear medicine specialists this
textbook is designed to meet these new educational needs and to prepare nuclear physicians
and technologists for careers in this exciting specialty

**Nuclear Medicine Textbook** 2022-03-20 1932年から89年にわたる日本のg1級レースの歴史を
全68ページの父系図一覧にまとめました 2021年のレースを追加した最新版です 対象レースは
1984年以降にg1格付けされたjra24レースにビクトリアcを加えた25レースと
地方で行われたダートグレード競走のg1 jpn1 11レースの計36レース
さらに日本調教の海外g1馬延べ50頭も対象とし
収録頭数は実に延べ1476頭という膨大な父系図です 巻末には過去レースの勝ち馬一覧を
概要とデータ jraのみ 付きでまとめました 日本の競馬史
血統史を学ぶのに最適なデータです

**日本のG1馬父系図1932-2021** 2016-08-04 this volume addresses the study of family law and society in
Europe from medieval to contemporary ages it examines the topic from a legal and social point
of view furthermore it investigates those aspects of the new family legal history that have not
commonly been examined in depth by legal historians the volume provides a new global
interpretative key of the development of family law in europe it presents essays about family
and the christian influence family and criminal law family and civil liability filiation legitimate
natural and adopted children and family and children labour law in addition it explores
specific topics related to marriage such as the matrimonial property regime from a european
comparative perspective and impediments to marriage such as bigamy the book also
addresses topics including family society and european juridical science

**Family Law and Society in Europe from the Middle Ages to the Contemporary Era**
the recent vast upsurge in social science scholarship on job precarity has generally little to say about earlier forms of this phenomenon eloisa betti's monograph convincingly demonstrates on the example of italy that even in the post war phase of keynesian stability and welfare state precarious labor was an underlying feature of economic development she examines how in this short period exceptional politics of labor stability prevailed the volume then presents the processes whereby labor precarity regained momentum under the name of flexibility in the post fordist phase from the early 1980s taking on new forms in the craxi and berlusconi eras multiple actors are addressed in the analysis the book gives voice to intellectuals scholars politicians and trade unionists as they have framed the concept and debates on precarious work from the 1950s onwards views of labor law experts politicians and public servants are investigated in regard to labor regulations positions of the very precarious are explored ranging from rural women industrial homeworkers and blue collar workers to physicians university researchers and trainees unveiling the emergence of anti precarity social movements the continuous role of women s associations and feminist groups in opposing labor precarity since the 1950s is prominently exposed

Precarious Workers 2023-09-04 this handbook is a comprehensive systematic source of modern nuclear physics it aims to summarize experimental and theoretical discoveries and an understanding of unstable nuclei and their exotic structures which were opened up by the development of radioactive ion ri beam in the late 1980s the handbook comprises three major parts in the first part the experiments and measured facts are well organized and reviewed the second part summarizes recognized theories to explain the experimental facts introduced in the first part reflecting recent synergistic progress involving both experiment and theory the chapters both parts are mutually related the last part focuses on cosmo nuclear physics one of the mainstream subjects in modern nuclear physics those comprehensive topics are presented concisely supported by introductory reviews all chapters are designed to present their topics in a manner accessible to readers at the graduate level the book therefore serves as a valuable source for beginners as well helping them to learn modern nuclear physics

Handbook of Nuclear Physics 2022-01-19 this book breaks new ground by illuminating the key role of verse writing as a cultural strategy on the part of italian renaissance artists it does so by undertaking a wide ranging study of poems by painters sculptors architects and goldsmiths who were active in florence under cosimo i and francesco i de medici a milieu in which many practitioners of the visual arts appropriated the literary medium to address issues related to their primary professions new apelleses and new apollos intervenes in the burgeoning scholarly discourse on the intellectual life of artists in early modern italy revealing how poetry often provides fresh insights into art theoretical debates patronage questions workshop cultures issues of professional identity and networks of personal relations

New Apelleses and New Apollos 2023-11-21 deep subsurface characterization technologies and demands are changing rapidly within the energy industry in this swiftly evolving landscape the wide range of analyses performed on the rocks and fluids obtained from cores remain fundamental tools in managing subsurface uncertainty and associated risk during the energy transition large volumes of newly acquired and legacy core will be accessed to better understand both existing hydrocarbon resources and other subsurface energy related systems particularly for carbon capture utilization and storage ccus geothermal energy and the long term storage of nuclear waste through state of the art reviews and case studies this volume illustrates how innovative approaches continue to create value from both new and historical cores recovered for deep subsurface reservoir characterization and storage complex evaluation such an assessment is timely given that the sector sits at a pivotal point in terms of changing technologies economics demographics skillsets and energy solutions

Core Values: the Role of Core in Twenty-first Century Reservoir Characterization 2017-07-01 tema centrale del volume è il rapporto tra balletto e narrazione argomento complesso e controverso che ha attraversato l intera storia della danza se per i secoli passati diversi studi hanno affrontato la questione fino ad oggi tuttavia poco spazio di approfondimento è stato dedicato agli sviluppi novecenteschi del balletto narrativo spesso sbrigativamente pensato come un appendice di quello classico ottocentesco l intento della ricerca è indagare questo specifico filone attraverso l esempio della scuola inglese del royal
ballet che ha mostrato sin dalle sue origini negli anni trenta del novecento una forte propensione al racconto danzato in quanto genere teatrale dunque il balletto non è approdato solo ed esclusivamente al neoclassicismo del coreografo balanchine e dei protagonisti della danza pura ma ha anche sviluppato modalità e strategie inedite per continuare a raccontare delle storie adeguando forme e contenuti al nuovo secolo

*Raccontar danzando* 2019-11-27 european social movements have become increasingly visible in recent years generating intense public debates from anti austerity and pro democracy movements to right wing nationalist movements these movements expose core conflicts around european democracy identity politics and society the routledge handbook of contemporary european social movements offers a comprehensive interdisciplinary overview of the analysis of european social movements helping to orient scholars and students navigating a rapidly evolving field while developing a new agenda for research in the area the book is divided into eight sections visions of europe contemporary models of democracy historical evolution of major european movements feminism and sexualities movement diffusion within and beyond europe anti austerity movements technopolitical and media movements and movements parties and movement parties key theories and empirical trajectories of core movements their central issues debates and impacts are covered with a focus on how these have influenced and been influenced by their european context democracy and how social movements understand it renew it or undermine it forms a core thread that runs through the book written in a clear and direct style the handbook provides a key resource for students and scholars hoping to understand the key debates and innovations unfolding in the heart of european social movements and how these affect broader debates on such areas as democracy human rights the right to the city feminism neoliberalism nationalism migration and european values identity and politics extensive references and sources will direct readers to areas of further study

*Routledge Handbook of Contemporary European Social Movements* 2020-11-24 focusing on methodologies applications and challenges of textual data analysis and related fields this book gathers selected and peer reviewed contributions presented at the 14th international conference on statistical analysis of textual data jadt 2018 held in rome italy on june 12 15 2018 statistical analysis of textual data is a multidisciplinary field of research that has been mainly fostered by statistics linguistics mathematics and computer science the respective sections of the book focus on techniques methods and models for text analytics dictionaries and specific languages multilingual text analysis and the applications of text analytics the interdisciplinary contributions cover topics including text mining text analytics network text analysis information extraction sentiment analysis web mining social media analysis corpus and quantitative linguistics statistical and computational methods and textual data in sociology psychology politics law and marketing

*Text Analytics* 2022-02-09 this book draws together debates from two burgeoning fields liminality and informality studies to analyze how dynamics of rule bending take shape in rome today adopting a multiscalar and transdisciplinary approach it unpacks how gaps and contradictions in institutional rulemaking and application force many residents into protracted liminal states marked by intense vulnerability by merging a political economy lens with ethnographic research in informal housing illegal moneylending unauthorized street vending and waste collection the author shows that informalities are not marginal or anomalous conditions but an integral element of the city’s governance logics multiple actors together construct the local cultural norms conventions and moral economies through which rule negotiation occurs however these practices are ultimately unable to reconfigure historically rooted power dynamics and hierarchies in fact they often aggravate weak urbanites difficulties in accessing rights and services a study that challenges assumptions that informalities are predominantly features of developing economies or limited to specific groups and sectors this volume’s critical approach and innovative methodology will appeal to scholars of sociology and anthropology interested in social theory urban studies and liminality

*Inhabiting Liminal Spaces* 2020-04-15 indigenous people and the christian faith a new way forward provides detailed historical cultural and theological background and analysis to a very delicate and pressing subject facing many people around the world the book is glocal both
local and global as represented by international scholars every continent is represented by both indigenous and non indigenous people who desire to make a difference with the delicate problematics and relationships the history of indigenous people around the world is inextricably linked with christianity and colonialism the book is completely interdisciplinary by employing historians literary critics biblical scholars and theologians sociologists philosophers and ordained engineers the literary intent of the book without presuming nor claiming too much for itself is to provide practical thinking that will help all people move past the pain and dysfunction of the past toward mutual understanding communication and practical actions in the present and future

Indigenous People and the Christian Faith: A New Way Forward 2021-01-21 the aim of the emotion project is to combine both technological aspects and respect for the territory and its history the main axis considered in this project is the asmara massawa road the challenges of a new mobility in this part of eritrea could be met and overcome by preserving the pre existing historic infrastructure an extraordinary and vulnerable cultural heritage consisting of a unique road and a railway crossing natural and cultural landscapes and connecting archaeological historical artistic and architectural sites the road itself is a summation of artefacts and monuments to be protected and enhanced a multidisciplinary team including archaeologists architects geologists and engineers has contributed to the research the vision of the project represents an ideal and real bridge to enhance the transferring of goods ideas knowledge and values and promote the connection of people

E Motion 2017-11-17 the book presents nonlinear chaotic and fractional dynamics complex systems and networks together with cutting edge research on related topics the fifteen chapters written by leading scientists working in the areas of nonlinear chaotic and fractional dynamics as well as complex systems and networks offer an extensive overview of cutting edge research on a range of topics including fundamental and applied research these include but are not limited to aspects of synchronization in complex dynamical systems universality features in systems with specific fractional dynamics and chaotic scattering as such the book provides an excellent and timely snapshot of the current state of research blending the insights and experiences of many prominent researchers

Chaotic, Fractional, and Complex Dynamics: New Insights and Perspectives 2022-01-01 the object of the research work is the analysis of the multilevel protection of the human right to water and the current degree of implementation that it has received in international european and national law comparing the italian and german contexts from the constitutional law perspective given the absence of an express recognition of the human right to water another research question concerns the examination of the mechanisms of multilevel protection of human rights assessing whether the relationships between the different levels of protection can contribute to the realisation of this fundamental human right the research analyses the main sources of law and jurisprudence of each examined context to understand the legal basis for the recognition of the human right to water considering both the necessary protection of environmental aspects as well as social and economic ones fundamental for its full realisation the analysis of normative and jurisprudential sources is supported by the examination of the most relevant doctrine

The human right to water - its multi-level protection and implementation in International, European and National law 2024-01-10 antonio rosmini 1797 1855 was a genius who combined science and sanctity his contribution turns on the theory of the suspended middle of the original relationship between the natural and the supernatural which he experienced and elaborated the device of the relationship between the original metaphysical affective symbolic structure of the believing conscience and the affective turn in metaphysics intrinsically linked to his trinitarian ontology allowed rosmini to elaborate theories and epistemologies from a unitary perspective in various fields of knowledge this volume indicates the implications of the unbreakable bond between rosmini s philosophy and theology in disciplines such as pedagogical science political science and juridical science following the favorable resolution of the rosminian question the catholic church beatified rosmini in 2007 and in 2018 indicated his theoretical practical approach as a universal education model to be followed through essays by major experts in rosmini s thought this
curatorship offers an international public a brief reasoned overview of rosmini s thinking on these disciplines finally translated into english so that this perspective can be understood and explored with particular regard to the possibility of encouraging ecumenical comparison between rosmini s suspended middle and for example that of radical orthodoxy

Rosmini’s Suspended Middle 2021-02-25 in this book legal scholars from the eu member states with the addition of the uk analyse the development of the eu member states attitudes to economic fiscal and monetary integration since the treaty of maastricht the eurozone crisis corroborated the warnings of economists that weak economic policy coordination and loose fiscal oversight would be insufficient to stabilise the monetary union the country studies in this book investigate the legal and in particular the constitutional pre conditions for deeper fiscal and monetary integration that influenced the past and might impact on the future positions in the now 27 eu member states the individual country studies address the following issues main characteristics of the national constitutional system and constitutional culture constitutional foundations of economic and monetary union emu membership and related instruments constitutional obstacles to emu integration constitutional rules and or practice on implementing emu related law and the resulting relationship between emu related law and national law offering a comprehensive and detailed assessment of the legal and constitutional developments concerning the economic and monetary union since the treaty of maastricht this book provides not only a study of legal emu related measures and reforms at the eu level but most importantly sheds light on their perception in the eu member states

EMU Integration and Member States’ Constitutions 2022-08-08 as the concept of recognition shifts from philosophical theory to other fields of the humanities and social sciences this volume explores the nature of this border category that exists in the space between sociological and philosophical considerations related as it is to concepts such as status prestige the looking glass self respect and dignity at times being used interchangeably with these terms bringing together work from across academic disciplines it presents theoretical conceptualizations of recognition demonstrates its operationalization in historical and literary research considers recognition as a fundamental problem of sociological theory and examines the concept as a marker of social distances and redistribution an examination and demonstration of the full potential of recognition as a category understanding recognition conceptual and empirical studies explores the contemporary meanings and manifestations of recognition and sheds light on its capacity to complement the notions of status class or prestige as such it will appeal to scholars of sociology and social theory philosophy history and literary studies

Understanding Recognition 2016-12-22 巻頭特集 3本立て ①イタリア珠玉の世界遺産 イタリア世界遺産 全リスト付き ②イタリアで食べておきたい一皿 パスタ ピッツァ 肉 魚料理 アンティパスト ③イタリアの美味しいおみやげ パスタ オリーブオイル バルサミコ酢などのイタリア定番みやげから お菓子や調味料まで多数紹介 エリア特集 各エリアのゴールデンコースを紹介 エリアで見るべき観光地を網羅しています また 巻末特集 イタリアの歴史年表や建築 美術の紹介をカルチャーコラムとして掲載 オペラやサッカー観戦などのチケット入手法なども紹介しています 特別付録別冊 イタリアの国内交通 おもに鉄道を紹介 ローマをはじめ 各エリアの市内交通と街歩きに便利な詳細地図 指さしオーダーにも使える 定番イタリア料理図鑑では 前菜からデザートまで揃えました とっさの時に便利なイタリア語簡単フレーズ集 主な掲載都市 ローマ フィレンツェ ヴェネツィア ミラノ ナポリ ポンペイ アマルフィ ポジターノ 青の洞窟 カプリ島 トスカーナ ピサ シエナ チヴィタ バーニョレッジョ ヴェローナ

ララチッタ イタリア(2017年版) 2008-04 ほしのこえ 雲のむこう 約束の場所 秒速5センチメートル 信濃毎日新聞cf 大切なことを 伝えるに使用された美術画をノートリミングで400点以上収録 新海誠の背景美術画制作環境を紹介 その技法を徹底的に解説した技術ページも掲載 新海誠へのロングインタビュー 新海映像チーム主要スタッフ10名へのインタビューを敢行

空の記憶 2018-11-14 this book is a printed edition of the special issue disability human rights law that was published in laws

Disability Human Rights Law 2018 2019-12-26 what fauber does well is humanize these four residents of the pantheon of science the story is seldom less than fascinating a readable enjoyable contribution to the history of science kirkus an intimate examination of a scientific family that of nicolaus copernicus tycho brahe johannes kepler and galileo galilei fauber juxtaposes their scientific work with insight into their personal lives and political considerations which shaped their pursuit of knowledge uniquely he shows how their intergenerational collaboration made the scientific revolution possible these brave scientists
called each other brothers fathers and sons and laid the foundations of modern science through familial co work and though the sixteenth century was far from an open society for women there were female pioneers in this family as well including Brahe's sister Sophie Kepler's mother and Galileo's daughter filled with rich characters and sweeping historical scope this book reveals how the strong connections between these pillars of intellectual history moved science forward

Heaven on Earth 1989 this is a comprehensive overview of contemporary European theatre and performance as it enters the third decade of the twenty first century it combines critical discussions of key concepts practitioners and trends within theatre making both in particular countries and across borders that are shaping European stage practice with the geography geopolitics and cultural politics of Europe more unsettled than at any point in recent memory this book's combination of national and thematic coverage offers a balanced understanding of the continent's theatre and performance cultures employing a range of methodologies and critical approaches across its three parts and ninety four chapters this book's first part contains a comprehensive listing of European nations the second part charts responses to thematic complexes that define current European performance and the third section gathers a series of case studies that explore the contribution of some of Europe's foremost theatre makers rather than rehearsing rote knowledge this is a collection of carefully curated interpretive accounts from an international roster of scholars and practitioners the Routledge Companion to Contemporary European Theatre and Performance gives undergraduate and graduate students as well as researchers and practitioners an indispensable reference resource that can be used broadly across curricula
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